Sultans of String’s new CD - Refuge
Produced by Chris McKhool and John ‘Beetle’ Bailey
Available in U.S. (CEN/Sony-Red),Canada (Fontana North), UK/Europe (Proper)
Sultans of String:
Chris McKhool: violin, viola, ChinCello, vocals
Kevin Laliberté: nylon, steel & electric guitars, vocals
Eddie Paton: high strung acoustic guitar, vocals
Drew Birston: electric & acoustic bass, Moog Synth, vocals
Rosendo ‘Chendy’ León: drums, percussion, vocals
Turkish String Session: Gündem Yayli Grubu
Folk focus tracks 1, 3, 7,
Jazz focus tracks 12, 9
World focus tracks 1, 2, 3, 4, 11,
1. The Power of the Land (4:06)
Lyrics by Duke Redbird, Music by Chris McKhool, Kevin Laliberté, Drew Birston, Band arr. by Sultans of String, Twin Flames
Guests: Duke Redbird – vocals, Twin Flames – Jaaji (vocals) & Chelsey June (vocals and drum)
Says Redbird: “It's essential that we understand that nature is our survival and survival is nature. Money and power has interrupted the
power of the land, and until we understand that nature is the real economy and the economy is nature and that's the only way we're
going to survive, is if we take care of our mother, the Earth. And money and power, it doesn't really have a place in the healing associated
with what needs to be done as the climate changes and the earth retrieves her sacredness and plants it in our minds and our bodies.”
2. El Bint El Shalabeya (3:12)
Music Traditional , Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Demetrios Petsalakis – oud, Fethi Nadjem – mandole, Majd Sekkar – clarinet, Gundem Yayli Grubu – Turkish strings
Fethi expresses how refugee issues are so important because the differences between people can make a country stronger. “This is why I
like to meet new people, new culture. This is why I'm here in Toronto because Toronto is in Canada. All Canada, for me, is a beautiful
country because they open their arms for all of people.”
3. Hurricane (4:09)
Lyrics by Chris McKhool, Music by Chris McKhool, Kevin Laliberté, Drew Birston, Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Chris McKhool – vocals, Gundem Yayli Grubu – Turkish strings , Meg Contini – vocals, Mehmet Akatay – darbuka, riq, cowbell,
shakers, Sammy Figueroa - congas
McKhool’s name would have been pronounced Makhoul back in Lebanon but when his grandfather was processed upon arrival in 1903
he probably had a Scottish border guard that thought it would be nice to give the spelling a Scottish flair, hence the oddball spelling. This
song is an ode to the many who came to the New World planning to work hard, and save up enough to bring their loved ones
over. Sometimes it didn’t work out, and loved ones would pass away before they had the chance to be reunited. Other stories have a
happier ending. This song is for all those who travel at extreme risk, to make new lives for themselves and their children, and parents.
Playing congas is legendary percussionist Sammy Figueroa, who spent many years in Puerto Rico and now finds his home between Miami
and NYC, and has been equally at home performing and recording with artists including Sonny Rollins, Mick Jagger, David Bowie.
4. I Am a Refugee (5:26)
Lyrics by Ifrah Mansour, Music by Chris McKhool, Kevin Laliberté, Drew Birston, Rosendo León, Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Ifrah Mansour – vocals, Fethi Nadjem – kora, Marito Marques – kalimba, Guest voices: Ahmed Moneka, Waleed Abdulhamid,
Rosendo León, Majd Sekkar
"I wrote the poem for me, for my community,” said Mansour, “and for those that are yearning for change, those are yearning to deepen
their empathy," explains Mansour. "Writing the poem was a way to unleash some pain that I could name finally – I wrote it because I was
so frustrated with so many people sending me emails and asking me what I thought about the travel ban, the first time our American
government here shared the first travel ban. And that an artist’s job is to draw that hope, especially in a time of deep hopelessness."
5. Ojhri Camp (3:44)
Music by Anwar Khurshid, Chris McKhool, Kevin Laliberté, Drew Birston , Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Anwar Khurshid – sitar and vocal, Ravi Naimpally - tabla
Anwar survived this incident that occurred on April 10, 1988. Ojhri Camp was used as an ammunition depot for Afghan mujahideen
fighting against Soviet forces in Afghanistan. It exploded, killing many in Rawalpindi and Islamabad as a result of rockets and other
munitions expelled by the blast. Anwar vividly remembers riding his motorbike to see if his family was safe, with rockets soaring
overhead wiping out entire buildings.
6. Refuge (4:02)
Music by Chris McKhool, Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Edmar Castaneda – harp, Sammy Figueroa – conga

Since arriving in the United States in 1994, Colombian-born harp virtuoso Edmar Castaneda has forged his own distinctive path in music.
He brings not only an unfamiliar instrument but a wholly original voice to jazz, branching out into a world of different styles and genres.
His wide-ranging career has been remarkable for discovering a brilliant role for the harp in jazz, then continuing to innovate and spark
creativity from a wealth of formidable collaborations.
7. I'm Free (4:40)
Music and Lyrics by Chris McKhool, Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Waleed Abdulhamid – vocals, Donné Roberts – electric guitar, Matias Recharte – djembe, Meg Contini – vocals, Rebecca Campbell
–chorus vocals
Sudanese-Canadian musician, educator, and filmmaker Waleed Abdulhamid has cultivated a glowing career some veteran artists would
envy. Born in Sudan, Abdulhamid began performing at the age of six. By 18, he was a skilled musician ready to travel the world and share
his love for music and the heritage of his homeland through sound. He toured and performed shows in Canada, Europe, as well as in the
Middle East and Africa (MENA) region.
8. Imad's Dream 2:58)
Lyrics by Ahmed Moneka, Music by Chris McKhool, Kevin Laliberté, Imad Al Taha, String arr. by Kevin Laliberté
Guests: Ahmed Moneka – vocals, Imad Al Taha – violin, Marito Marques - Kalimba
Imad came to the US as a refugee after his house was bombed. His only crime was playing violin for an opposing faction. His dream is to
one day be able to return to his home in Iraq. This is a similar dream held by Ahmed, who came to Canada as a refugee after receiving
death threats for portraying a gay character in a film.
9. Weather Update (4:11)
Music by Drew Birston, Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Anh Phung – flute, Donné Roberts – vocals, Michel DeQuevedo – djembe, Selcuk Suna – sax, Suat Suna – violin
This album is a project that is centred around the positive contributions of refugees and new immigrants to U.S.A. and Canada, bringing in
special guests that are newcomers to this land, as well as global talents that have been ambassadors for peace. The fun party atmosphere
in this song comes from the interaction of the guest of so many diverse backgrounds.
10. Summer in Tehranto (5:39)
Music by Chris McKhool, Arr. by Sultans of String and Amir Amiri
Guests: Amir Amiri – santur, Demetrios Petsalakis – oud, Naghmeh Farahmand – daf, Mehmet Akatay – darbuka, bendir, riq, shakers,
string drum, Gundem Yayli Grubu – Turkish strings
Amiri was born in Tehran, Iran where much of his youth was spent studying the santur, a 72-string hammer dulcimer that lies at the
heart of Persian classical music. Classically trained, Amiri has always sought to explore the limits of his music, stretching beyond the
constraints of classical thought. In his home country, thugs broke his wrist for playing “illegal scales”. Arriving in Canada, Amiri found the
ability to freely explore music while in residency at The Banff Centre for the Arts, a haven of inspiration for artists.
11. Asi Soy [This is Me] (3:25)
Lyrics by Yasmin Levy, Music by Chris McKhool, Kevin Laliberté, Drew Birston, Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Yasmin Levy – vocals, Gundem Yayli Grubu – Turkish strings, Marito Marques – kalimba
Yasmin, of Sephardic decent says: “I am proud to combine the two cultures of Ladino and flamenco, while mixing in Middle Eastern
influences. I am embarking on a 500-year-old musical journey, taking Ladino to Andalusia and mixing it with flamenco, the style that still
bears the musical memories of the old Moorish and Jewish-Spanish world with the sound of the Arab world. In a way it is a ‘musical
reconciliation’ of history.”
12. The Grand Bazaar (5:11)
Music by Chris McKhool, Kevin Laliberté, Drew Birston, Rosendo León, Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Béla Fleck – banjo, Robi Botos – piano, keyboard, Gundem Yayli Grubu – Turkish strings
Béla Fleck reflects: “My family's story involves immigration. Of course, we came in through Ellis Island, my grandparents on my mother's
side, Jewish-Russian refugees... I was really fortunate that they were able to get out of a dangerous part of the world, and that America
took them in at that time. The banjo is a story of immigration. It's a perfect story of immigration, involuntary immigration. The slaves
came to the Americas, not of their own free will, but when they got there, they brought their culture. They built banjos and they played
their music, and it got incorporated into what would become American music, and became a major part of it. Yeah, if the banjo isn't going
to welcome people from different countries, I don't know who would.”
13. Hypnotica (3:50)
Music by Kevin Laliberté, Arr. by Sultans of String
Guests: Gundem Yayli Grubu – Turkish strings, Mehmet Akatay – percussion
Producer and bandleader McKhool’s favourite part of recording this album may have been recording the strings in Istanbul, with Gündem
Yayli Grubu, a collection of Roma string players that perform and record for many of the Turkish pop stars. “they have a very distinct
sound, all of their own, that cannot be replicated anywhere on the planet”. And indeed those strings give a strong flavour of the ‘old
world’ to Refuge.
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